Certificate of Approval For Relief From Excise Duty On Oils Used In Industrial Processes

308337172 0000
FROGSON WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
20/25 DOUGLAS ROAD
SHEFFIELD
S3 9SA

Approval Number: 00397102
Date of Approval: 01-Sep-2002

Subject to compliance with the requirements of Notice 184A and the conditions enclosed with this Registration Certificate

FROGSON WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED

is Approved as a Distributor

of Mineral Oil for the purposes of Section 9 of the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 for the descriptions of oil detailed on the enclosed schedule which forms part of this Registration Certificate

Failure to comply with the provisions of the notice or the enclosed conditions may result in cancellation of this approval.

Approval Authorised by:

[Signature]
Ann Embleton

If you require any further information or advice, please contact:

The Mineral Oils Reliefs Centre
HM Customs & Excise
Dobson House
Regent Centre
Gosforth
Newcastle
NE3 3PF

Tel: 0191 201 1740/1741/1745
Fax: 0191 201 1723
Certificate of Approval For Relief From Excise Duty On Oils Used In Industrial Processes

SCHEDULE

Approval Number: 00397102

Category of Oil
Gas Oils

Type of Approval
Distributor